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We give a simple algorithm which either finds a hamilton path between two specified vertices 
of a graph G of order n, or shows that no such path exists. If the probability of an edge in G is 
pa 12n-f the algorithm runs in expected time cnp-’ and uses storage c11, where c is an 
absolute constant. 
It is well known that the problem of finding a hamilton cycle in a graph is 
NP-complete, and there is some value in having algorithms which are fast for 
most input graphs. Let %((n, p) be the probability space of graphs with n labelled 
vertices, where edges appear with probability p. 
Johnson [9] asked whether there exists an algorithm with linear expected 
running time, when the input is a randomly chosen element of %(n, p). (The 
algorithm is allowed to enquire of an oracle which tells whether two specified 
vertices are adjacent; this commonly employed oracle models many situations, in 
which such an enquiry is cheap.) Gurevich and Shelah [7] answered the question 
by displaying an algorithm which runs in expected time cnlp, c being an absolute 
constant, and requires O(n’) storage, provided p is constant. In fact some of their 
argument works if p >>n-i. In this note we give another such algorithm, which 
has the advantages of being simpler, requiring only O(n) storage and working for 
p a 12~f. The order n/p for the expected time is best possible, as observed in 
[7], since in order to find the n edges of the cycle we expect to have to ask at least 
n/p questions of the oracle. Angluin and Valiant [l] gave an algorithm which 
almost surely finds a hamilton cycle in polynomial time if p 3 c(log n)ln, and an 
improvement appears in Shamir [ll]. Finally BollobBs, Fenner and Frieze [3] 
gave an algorithm which is about best possible. 
One of the best known algorithms for finding a hamilton path [8] requires time 
n?“, so the problem is one of finding a fast algorithm which works on all graphs 
in %(n, p) except for a proportion somewhat smaller than 2~“. This will be our 
algorithm A2. A very fast algorithm, which works on most graphs but not on as 
many as A2 does, is used to bring the running time down to O(n/p). This will be 
algorithm Al. 
The algorithm A2 was originally based on a study of hamilton cycles in 
“concrete random graphs” in [12]. 
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We shall suppose that the algorithm has to find a hamilton path in an input 
graph G between two specified vertices s and C. (An easy modification gives the 
hamilton cycle version.) The graph G will be randomly chosen from %(n, p), with 
p 2 12n-f and n large. If Q is an s - t path and u and u are vertices on Q, we 
write uQv to denote the section of Q between u and v. We say u precedes v on Q 
if when traversing Q from s to t the vertex u is encountered before the vertex v. 
We say an algorithm is successful if it finds a hamilton s - t path or proves that G 
does not have one. It fails if it gives up without succeeding. Our algorithm is as 
follows. 
Algorithm A 
Step 1. Apply algorithm Al. 
Step 2. If algorithm Al fails, apply algorithm A2. 
Step 3. If algorithm A2 fails, apply algorithm A3. 
Algorithm Al 
If at any stage algorithm Al has made more than 13n/p probes on edges, it 
fails. 
Step 1. Set Q = s. 
Step 2. Repeat whilst it - IQ) 2 [4nf] : replace the path Q = SQW by sQwx 
where x is a neighbour of w in G - Q - t. If no such neighbour is 
found, algorithm Al fails. 
Step 3. Let Q = sQv. Find a set Y of [3nij neighbours of v in G - Q - t and a 
set 2 of [3nf] neighbours of t in G - Q - Y. Find an edge yz, 
y E Y, z E Z. Replace Q by sQvyzt. If the sets Y, Z or the vertices y, .z 
cannot be found, algorithm Al fails. 
Step 4. Repeat until Q is a hamilton s - t path: Choose w E G - Q. Find two 
neighbours u and v of w which are adjacent on Q. If no such pair 
exists, algorithm Al fails. Replace Q by sQuwvQt. 
In order to present the main algorithm we need to define a GZmatching in a 
bipartite graph with vertex classes X and Y. This is a set of edges F such that each 
vertex of X is incident with at most two edges of F and each vertex of Y is 
incident with at most one edge of F. A maximum <Zmatching is a c2-matching 
with the maximum possible number of edges. 
Algorithm A2 
Step 1. Find V,, the set of all vertices in G of degree at most pn/4. If 
IV,,1 3 24~~’ algorithm A2 fails. If V, = fl go to step 5. 
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Step 2. Construct a maximum SZmatching from V, to G - V, - {s, t}. Let Vi 
be a set of 2 IV,( vertices of G - V, - {s, t} containing the vertices of 
degree one in this SZmatching. 
Step 3. Let H be the subgraph of G induced by V, U VI U {s, t}. Form H* from 
H by joining every pair of vertices in V(H*) - V,. 
Step 4. Find a hamilton s - t path Q* in H*, using any algorithm such as A3. If 
no such path exists, then G has no hamilton s - t path and algorithm 
A2 succeeds. 
Let k= ]2m]. G’ iven vertices U, v in G - V, and a subset X c V(G), a 3-path 
in G - X is a path uululu, found by choosing k neighbours of u in G - X - {v}, 
a disjoint set of k neighbours of u in G - X - {u}, and finding some edge between 
these sets. 
Step 5. If V, # 0, construct from Q* an s - t path Q in G with V, c V(Q) as 
follows: if UQ*U is a maximal subpath of Q * contained in E(Q*) - 
E(G), replace uQ*u by a 3-path uulvlv in G - V(Q*), and call the 
new path Q*. Repeat whilst E(Q*) - E(G) # 0, then put Q = Q*. If 
V, = 0, let Q be a 3-path sslt,t in G. If at some stage a required 3-path 
is not found, algorithm A2 fails. 
Step 6. Repeat whilst IQ] c 3k: select adjacent vertices uv on Q with u, u E 
G - V,, and replace uv in Q be a 3-path in G - V(Q). If no such 3-path 
is found, algorithm A2 fails. 
Step 7. Repeat until Q is hamilton s - t path: choose w E G - Q. Construct 2k 
vertex disjoint paths PI, . . . , Pzk of length at most two from w to Q - s 
as follows. Choose 5k neighbours of W. If 2k of these lie on Q -s, 
these give PI, . . . , PZk. Otherwise select 3k neighbours of w not on Q, 
and find a maximal independent set of edges between these neighbours 
and Q-s. These give PI,..., Pzk unless there are less than 2k 
independent edges, in which case algorithm A2 fails. Let {xi, . . . , xzk} 
be the end vertices of these paths and let {yl, . . . , yzk} be their 
predecessors on Q. If there is an edge yiyj, replace Q by 
sQYiYjQX,PiwPj~jQt. If there is no edge yiyj, algorithm A2 fails. 
Algorithm A3 
Any algorithm which always succeeds in time 2”+““” and in space G(n) may be 
used here. It is shown, e.g. in [7], that the dynamic programming algorithm of [8] 
and the proof of Savitch’s theorem [lo] can be blended to this end. 
Theorem. Algorithm A is successful. The expected running time is at most en/p, 
provided p 2 12n-f , and the storage ti at most cn, where c is an absolute constant. 
Proof. The proof follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 2 below. 
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Lemma 1. The algorithm Al succeeds with probability at least 1 - 2--75’Ppn-2. The 
time used and storage required are bounded by cnlp and cn respectively, where c 
is an absolute constant. 
Lemma 2. The algorithm A2 succeeds with probability at least 1 - 2-2n+o(n). The 
time used and storage required are bounded by ~(2~“~ + n’lp) and cn respectively, 
where c is an absolute constant. 
Before proving these lemmas, we define P(n, p, k) to be the probability of 
scoring at most k successes in a sequence of n independent Bernoulli trials, each 
with probability p of success. If k = (1 - u)pn with ,u > 0 then 
P(n, p, k) < e-~zp”‘2 (T) 
(see [l]; this follows from Chernoff’s bound [4], or see [2, chapter 11). 
Proof of Lemma 1. A graph G in %(n, p) can be thought of as being generated 
by the following process. For each pair u, v E V(G), conduct b independent 
Bernoulli trials, each with probability p’ of success, where (1 - p')" = 1 -p. If 
any trial is successful, the edge uv is inserted; if all are unsuccessful, the edge uv 
is let out. Now algorithm Al never attempts to establish the non-existence of a 
hamilton path, so the probability of its failure on a random input graph is simply 
the probability that it fails to find a hamilton path. Since the algorithm questions 
the oracle at most three times about any edge, an upper bound for the probability 
of failure of the algorithm can be obtained under the assumption that the answers 
to each question are independent of previous answers, and each answer is “yes” 
with probability p’ >p/3, where (1 -p’)’ = 1 -p. 
The constraints on time and storage are manifest, so we just check the first 
claim of the lemma. 
Let 1 = [4n;] - 1. The probability that some vertex w in step 2 fails to have a 
neighbour x is at most (1 -p’)‘. Hence the probability of step 2 failing to work 
after 4np-’ probes is at most 
p(4np-‘, p’, n - [4n+l) + n(1 -p’)’ < e--n’24 + ne-p1’3 <pO, 
by (t), where pO = 2-75’ppn-2/3. In step 3, the probability that Y or 2 does not 
exist, or that there is no Y - Z edge, is at most 
2P( [4n+l - L3niJ - 1, p’, \3n$J) + (1 -P’)~~*< 3edsnf <pO, 
again by (t). Step 3 requires at most 18n: probes. As for step 4, we note there are 
at least n/3 independent edges in Q, and the probability that any vertex w fails to 
send two edges to any of them is at most 1(1 -P’~)~‘~. So the probability that step 
4 doesn’t succeed after 8np-’ probes is at most 
P(4np-‘, pf2, I) + 1(1 -P’~)~‘~ < eUn*18 + e-5nf <pO. 
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Thus the probability that algorithm Al fails, or needs 13rzp-1 probes, is at most 
3P0. 0 
Algorithm A2 is based on the fact that, with a very high probability, the graph 
G is close to being (p, 2V&)-jumbled. A graph G is said to be (p, a)-jumbled, 
where 0 <p < 16 a, if for every induced subgraph H of G, le(H) -p(‘T’)I s 
(Y JHI holds. This definition was introduced in [12], where it is shown that 
(p, cY)-jumbled graphs behave in many ways like random graphs. Easily checked 
conditions implying a graph is (p, Lu)-jumbled are given in [12]. A theorem of 
Chvatal and ErdBs [5] is used in [12] to find hamilton cycles in (p, a)-jumbled 
graphs and the same ideas form the basis of the algorithm here. In fact we do not 
need the full strength of the definition of a (p, &)-jumbled graph, and prove only 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. Let k = ]2m]. The probability that a graph G E %(n, p) contains 
two disjoint sets of vertices Y and Z, (YI = IZI = k, with no edge between Y and Z, 
is at most 2-2n+oCn). In particular G is unlikely to have an independent set of 2k 
vertices. 
Proof. The probability that such sets Y and Z exist is at most n2k(l -p)“‘< 
n2ke-pkz < 2--2n+o(n)_ q 
Proof of Lemma 2. The times required for steps 1 and 3-7 are clearly bounded 
by functions of orders cIn2, c3n2, ~~2~~‘~ (since IH*I 6 3 IV01 + 2), c5 IV,,1 n*, c,nk2 
and c7nk2 respectively, and the storage by cn for each step. Moreover to find the 
<2-matching in step 2, construct a bipartite graph B from V(G) - V, - {s, t} and 
two copies of V, by joining each vertex in each copy of V, to the vertices of 
V(G) - V, - {s, t} which are its neighbours in G. There is a l-l correspondence 
between matchings in the bipartite graph B and CZmatchings in G from V, to 
G - V, - {s, t}. Using say the matching algorithm of Edmonds [6], a maximum 
matching in B can be found in time order IV01 (IVJ + IE(B)I) and store order 
IV,l + IE(B)I. Hence step 2 can be completed in time c,n/p and with storage cn. 
So only the first assertion of the lemma now requires proof. 
In [12] it is shown that if G is (p, 2V$)-jumbled then IV,,1 < 14m. 
However, we require V, to be somewhat smaller so we give a separate argument. 
The graph G can be thought of as being generated by selecting neighbours for 
each vertex with probability p’, where (1 - p’)’ = 1 - p, and identifying double 
edges. The probability that a given vertex has degree less than p’n/2 is by (7) 
at most e-p’(“-‘)‘8. Thus the probability that IV01 s 24p-’ is at most 
n 241~ e -24p’(n-1)/8p < e-7n15 . if n is large, so step 1 fails with probability less than 
2--2n+o(n) 
Steps 2 and 3 require no comment, and to verify step 4 we need only show that 
if Q* doesn’t exist then G has no hamilton s - t path. So suppose G does have a 
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hamilton s - t path. Let G* be the graph obtained by joining every pair of 
vertices in G - V,. Then G* has a hamilton s - t path Q**. Now E(Q**)\E(G - 
V,) consists of a set of disjoint paths in G - E(G - V,), containing between them 
all of V,, whose endvertices lie in (G - V,) U {s, t}. Call the set of edges spanned 
by such a set of paths a kernel set. Choose a kernel set containing as many edges 
as possible from the <2-matching. The kernel set splits V, as W, U WI U W,, 
where F is the subset of V, joined by j edges of the kernel set to G - V,. Let 
K be the set of vertices of G - V,, joined by the kernel set to V,. They any vertex 
in Wj matches to at most 2 - j vertices in V,\K, for otherwise if x E Wi and xy is in 
the GZmatching, where y $ K, we can remove a kernel set edge from x, replace 
it with _~y, and create a kernel set with more edges from the GZmatching. Now, 
for each vertex in K, choose an edge of the kernel set incident to it. Then a 
vertex of Wj is incident with at most j of these edges. So these edges, along with 
the edges of the <2-matching meeting V,\K, together form a <2-matching 
of order IV1 U Kj. Since the largest <2-matching has order V,, we see that 
K IV,1 c VI. It now follows from the definition of a kernel set that we can 
construct a hamilton s .- t path Q* in H*, as claimed. 
To verify step 5, note u and u have degree at least pn/4 in G. So if X is any set 
of vertices with 1x1~ 6 IV,1 we can find sets Y of neighbours of u and Z of 
neighbours of u in G - X - {u, v}, with JYl, lZ1 spa/4 - 1 - 6 lV,l. Since 
pn/4 - 1 - 6 IV,1 2 2k, the desired disjoint set of k neighbours for each of u and 21 
can be found, after which Lemma 3 implies the existence of the 3-path we seek. 
For step 6 we just repeat this procedure with 1X( 6 IQ1 s 3k. Note that U, v can 
be found since IV, I > I V,( + 1. 
Al1 that remains is to check that Step 7 succeeds with high probability. Now if 
no 2k of the 5k chosen neighbours of w lie on Q -s, let A be a set of 3k 
neighbours not on Q. Let X be the set of vertices covered by the maximal set of 
independent edges from A to Q - s. Putting W = A - X, Z = V(Q) -s - X and 
noting there is no W - Z edge we see by Lemma 3 that (WI < k so IA fl XI 2 2k. 
These 2k edges give us the paths PI, . . . , Pzk. The existence of some edge yjyj is 
again implied by Lemma 3. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 0 
Remarks. It is simple to modify the algorithm to find a hamilton cycle. In 
algorithm Al we change step 3 to find a path vyzs. In algorithm A2 we find at 
step 4 a hamilton cycle Q *. The rest is straightforward. In fact algorithm A2 can 
be used to find Ppn edge disjoint hamilton cycles, for some /3 > 0, if a 
modification to Lemma 3 is allowed forbidding large subgraphs of low degree. 
What happens if G is a directed graph? It is clear that algorithm Al can be 
trivially modified, and in fact given a suitable definition of a C-Zmatching (at 
most one edge in each direction at x E X) the only problem with algorithm A2 
comes in Step 7. In this case we find many paths in each direction between w and 
Q, and so find subsets A, B, C and D of V(Q), each of order m, such that A 
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precedes B, B precedes C, C precedes D and such that either (i) w sends a path 
to each vertex in A and receives one from each vertex in C or (ii) w receives a 
path from each vertex in A and sends one to each vertex in C. We may as well 
suppose B and D are paths. We then prove a lemma which tells us that almost 
surely, if X, Y, 2 are sets of order m and Y is a path, then there is an edge u2r 
in Y and edges ux and zv, x E X, z E 2. Applying this lemma to C+, B, A- in 
case (i) or to A+, D, C- in case (ii) (where A-, A+ are the predecessors, 
successors of A) allows us to extend Q to incorporate w. These operations all 
work provided we increase the lower bound of 12 for pnf to some larger constant. 
However, it now requires k3 rather than k* probes actually to find the 
modification to Q, and so the time required for algorithm A2 increases to cn~plp-~. 
Nonetheless the main theorem still holds. 
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